
Warm Backup using Snooping �Danny Dolev Dalia Malki Yuval YaromThe Hebrew University of JerusalemJerusalem 91904, IsraelE-mail: fdolev,dalia,yvalg@cs.huji.ac.ilAbstractLocal Area Networks use a broadcast media to trans-fer messages between hosts. This allows for networksnooping by unlisted parties. This paper proposes anovel way for cheaply replicating services in a localarea network via snooping. We present a tool forWarm Backup of �les that employs network snoopingfor data dissemination. The tool allows for a selectivereplication of �les in the system. The use of snoop-ing signi�cantly reduces the overhead of �le replica-tion. Operations on non-replicated �les su�er only aslight overhead.1 IntroductionProviding highly available services through repli-cation of servers is a well known method. This pa-per proposes a novel way for cheaply replicating ser-vices in a Local Area Network (LAN) via snoop-ing. The paradigm we develop is a general replica-tion method, and we study this approach by an ex-ample tool for warm backup (WB) replication of �lesin the Sun's Network File System (NFS) environment.This method can also be extended for o�-line backupsthrough a Wide Area Network (WAN).In an NFS environment, applications access �lesthroughout the network in an automatic, transparentway. We can view the entire network as providing aglobal �le system service that is distributed among dif-ferent machines. While being convenient in all ways,this distribution leads to a reliability problem: thefailure of any of the machines that provide �le systemservices can block an application from running. Theneed for increased �le system availability was, there-fore, apparent as soon as NFS systems became avail-able.In these environments, local-area broadcast net-works such as the Ethernet and token-rings are ade facto standard. These broadcast media carry thepoint-to-point NFS messages and enable snooping byunlisted parties.Since faults are not common, our primary designgoal is minimizing the overhead incurred by replica-tion on the primary server, during fail-free operation.The optimal way to provide cheap replication of a�This paper appears in the �rst intl. workshop on Ser-vices in Distributed and Networked Environments (SDNE),June 1994, Prague, Czech Republic, pp. 60-65.

�le server in a broadcast network would be to placeanother machine, the backup machine, that puts thenetwork interface in promiscuous mode, and snoops tothe network and updates its state whenever an update-request to the �le server is intercepted. This schemeis depicted in Figure 1(a). This scheme is, indeed,attractive, since it does not incur any communica-tion overhead for replicating the service. The prob-lem with this naive approach is that snooping is notfoolproof, and some update-requests may be missedby the backup. In this case, the states of the primary�le server and the backup will diverge.In order to guarantee the consistency of the primaryand the backup, we have to introduce an acknowledg-ment message from the backup to the primary. Thisresults in the paradigm depicted in Figure 1(b). Thisparadigm is similar to other primary{backup mech-anisms, such as [4, 1], with several important di�er-ences:1. A novel feature of the WB scheme is the utiliza-tion of broadcast hardware (and snooping) forthe e�cient dissemination of data to the primaryand its backup. Note that in the paradigm ofFigure 1(b), the (potentially large) update re-quests are transmitted only once over the net-work. The only communication overhead is theshort acknowledgment message. (Thus, the solidarrows in the �gure represent \real" cost, whereasthe dashed arrows are achieved by the cost-freecommunication snooping.)2. The WB scheme does not require modi�cation ofthe underlying �le system service. The snoopingprogram can be implemented as a user-level tool,and be arbitrarily placed on any machine in thenetwork. Our prototype implementation has ex-actly this property, and it provides the full NFSinterface and semantics.3. Another consequence of Item 2 above is that theWB tool can make a selective replication of �les,be it the �les accessed by a particular applica-tions, or those residing in certain designated di-rectory subtrees. The tool can dynamically ac-cept commands for replication of di�erent direc-tories at di�erent times. We expect this to be amost useful feature of this tool.



4. One warm backup machine can provide (selective)replication for several �le servers.5. This scheme is scalable: additional backup ma-chines intercept the update data by snooping,and only the acknowledgment mechanism has tobe extended to incorporate the extra backups.For example, Figure 2 demonstrates a possibleparadigm for one primary and two backups. Forsimplicity, the rest of this paper deals with thesingle backup case. All the mechanisms can beeasily extended to the multiple backups case.
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ackFigure 2: Multiple backups using SnoopingThe WB tool has been fully implemented on a net-work of Sun SparcStations. The tool is implementedas a user level program. It allows the system adminis-trator to specify on the y the directories to be repli-cated. The performance section below provides exper-imental results, showing an overhead of less than 8%(on average) for non-replicated �les, and up to 56%for replicated �les.1.1 Related WorkTo the best of our knowledge Powell and Presottowere the �rst to describe a high availability mecha-nism based on snooping in a LAN [10]. The paperintroduces a general scheme to recover from partialfailures in a distributed systems, based on checkpoint

and replay. Their approach uses a special node, arecording process, which collects all the interactionsbetween nodes in the system for later replay. Theyassume that the recording process is fail proof, andcan intercept all communication in the network. To-day we know that it is impossible to implement thisapproach without further interaction with the record-ing process.Our case study of snooping involves replicating a�le system service. The issue of �le system replicationis an active area of research. This section does notattempt to cover the vast number of works in this area.It relates to a chosen few, that represent correspondingleading approaches to this problem.One approach for replicating services is the StateMachine approach [12]. In this scheme, the client re-quests are delivered to all the servers in the same or-der, to act upon. The servers are symmetrical andin case any of them fails, all the other replica haveconsistent states of the service. The advantage of thisapproach is that faults are completely masked fromthe client. However, the requirement of reliable andordered delivery of client requests to all the replicapresents a noticeable burden on the system. TheRNFS system [9] and the Deceit system [14], whichis based on it, are examples of replicated �le systemsimplemented using this approach. They provide NFSclients with a completely compatible interface, whileunderneath they replicate each �le operation on a setof disks. Both projects report that the reliable com-munication between the replication stubs incurs a con-siderable slowdown for non-replicated �les [9, 13] (e.g.in RNFS write operations are 2{3 times slower thanregular NFS). Most of the slowdown is incurred bythe additional communication layer and the orderingof the updates. As a result, additional replica incuronly a small overhead. The State Machine approachrequires that changes to the �le-service are made ateach client machine. As there may be many moreclients than servers, this may pose a considerable bur-den. In contrast, in the WB tool no modi�cations atthe clients are required; Only the �le servers need bemodi�ed.A non-symmetrical (primary-backup) solution toreplication is to designate one server as primary, andlet the other replica act as its backups. This schemehas been used extensively in practice, because it ischeaper during normal operation. Its drawback is inthe handling of failures and recoveries, which involvesre-electing a primary and is more expensive than theState-Machine approach. The work of Budhiraja etal. [3, 5] studies this approach formally. The primary-backup paradigm of the WB tool is similar to [1, 4].The di�erence is that the WB tool exploits snoop-ing to optimize the propagation of updates >from theclient to the backups. In addition, implementing theparadigms in [1, 4] would require changes to the NFSprotocol, since the response to the client is deliveredby the backup rather than the primary server. Oneof our goals was to produce a paradigm that is feasi-ble to implement at the user level, without any visiblechange to the client.Both HA-NFS [2] and Harp [8] use the primary



backup approach for replication, but utilize specialhardware. The HA-NFS scheme relies on dual-portdisks, and uses mirrored-updates for achieving atom-icity of updates. Harp avoids physical writing to diskwhile preserving the safety of update semantics by log-ging updates into a memory unit which is supportedby a UPS. In this way, updates are never lost, but theactual write to the disk may lag behind.There are other replicated �le systems like LO-CUS [16] and Coda [11], that do not maintain theUnix �le system structure or semantics. These sys-tems have their own kernel implementations of bothclient and server. Their replication scheme employsversion time-stamping, and allows di�erent replica todiverge. In contrast, the WB tool is built on top of theUnix �le system, and does not modify its structure orsemantics. Its implementation is entirely at the userlevel, and is added at the server machine only. It isprovably impossible to provide primary-backup repli-cation with one backup, in the case of network parti-tions [3]. In case of network partitions, the WB toolallows the backup to diverge from the primary copy.2 The WB Tool over NFSThis section describes the structure of the WBtool within the NFS environment. For this section,we assume a network consisting of three machines:the client machine, the NFS server machine, and thebackup machine. The client machine executes userapplications that access �les on the NFS server ma-chine. The backup machine snoops update-requestson the network. The WB paradigm in this environ-ment works as follows:1. The NFS and the WB are noti�ed by the systemadministrator about the directories she wishes tobe backed-up.2. When the NFS server receives an update-requestfrom an application to a replicated �le, it mustwait for an acknowledgment-message from itswarm-backup. Update-requests are those thatmodify the contents or the state of the �le, e.g.write requests.3. The WB server snoops for all NFS messages.When it intercepts an NFS update-request to areplicated �le, it issues the appropriate operationon the local replica, and sends an acknowledg-ment message via a reliable channel, e.g. a TCPconnection, to the NFS server in the site of theaccessed �le. This message contains a sequencenumber and an identi�cation of the request (con-taining the Sun-RPC ID of the request, and theaddress of the client).4. The NFS server serves the update-requests itreceives in the order of the acknowledgment-messages it receives from the WB server. It re-turns the results to the application.5. If either the NFS server or the WB server losesa message from the application, the applicationwill time-out and retransmit the request. (This

is the standard fault handling of the NFS/RPCprotocol.)The modi�cation of the NFS server can be doneeither internally, by modifying the NFS server (Fig-ure 3(a)), or externally, by placing a mediator, on theNFS server's machine, between the application andthe NFS server (Figure 3(b)). We chose to implementthe external modi�cations approach in order to avoidmodi�cations to existing software.
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NFSFigure 3: The WB tool in the NFS EnvironmentFailure RecoveryThe modi�ed NFS server and the WB server haveto dynamically detect each other's failures and recov-eries. If the WB server fails, the NFS server contin-ues normal operation. It should, however, detect theWB recovery, and update it to a consistent state. Incase the primary NFS server fails, there are up-to-date copies of all of the backed-up �les on the WBmachine. There are two possible approaches to han-dle this case. First, the application can be modi�edto access the replica of the �les upon detecting anNFS server failure. This modi�cation can be done inthe libraries level, and is transparent to the applica-tion program. The second approach is to implementa takeover mechanism in the WB server, which de-tects the NFS server's failure, and responds to theapplication request in a transparent way. Both theseapproaches are standard in such a system, and theirdetails are beyond the scope of this compact presenta-tion. The topic of re-integrating an NFS server uponrecovery is detailed elsewhere [7].3 Implementation DetailsThe WB is feasible to implement, although we havelearned that its implementation involves a fair bit ofhacking system code. The WB tool has been imple-mented in two parts: the backup server and the NFSmediator.The WB serverThe backup process utilizes the Sun Network Inter-face Tap (nit) device for putting the network interfaceat the backup machine in promiscuous mode, and forintercepting all the network tra�c. The nit device pro-vides access to the raw network packets. These have to



1Mbytes 2Mbytes 4Mbytes slowdownStandard NFS 12.57 (12.46-12.70) 26.87 (26.27-27.45) 54.06 (53.22-54.83)Modi�ed NFS 13.37 (12.96-14.28) 28.00 (27.04-29.58) 57.88 (55.16-66.12) 6%Replicated 19.73 (18.40-21.52) 39.25 (34.29-40.79) 80.10 (74.45-82.84) 49%Table 1: NFS, modi�ed-NFS and WB-replication response times (in seconds).be reassembled by the WB server into the RPC/UDPdatagrams of the NFS protocol. The server then �ltersthe update-requests for the replicated �les.In order to do this �ltering, the server has to be ableto identify the �les on the primary server machine.The only identi�cation sent over the network by theNFS protocol is an opaque �le handle, obtained bythe client when the �le is opened (see [15]). The WBserver obtains a copy of the relevant �le handles atstartup, and compares these handles against the �lehandles in the intercepted datagrams.1The mediatorThe mediator process resides on the primary NFSserver machine, and simply \hides" the NFS server.It intercepts all incoming requests, and performs fast�ltering of the relevant datagrams, in order to de-tect update-requests to replicated �les. In case of anupdate-request for a replicated �le, it bu�ers the re-quest until it is acknowledged by the backup. In allother cases, the request is immediately forwarded un-altered to the NFS server.In all cases, when a reply from the local NFS serveris ready, it is immediately forwarded back to the client.4 PerformanceThe issue of performance has always been an impor-tant consideration when building fault tolerant pro-grams. This has an additional facet in the WB tool,since the tool provides a selective replication service.Therefore, the slowdown of the �le-server for non-replicated �les should also be taken into account. Thiscost is incurred by placing the mediator at the �leserver machine, and having to �lter all of the updaterequests that modify replicated-�les (see Figure 3(b)).The WB architecture is designed for incurring aminimal overhead on the message tra�c in the system.The dashed-arrows in Figure 3 are almost cost free,and are done by network snooping. The reason forsaying that this is almost cost free is that in case theWB server loses a message, it will be retransmitted.Still, for write-operations on �les, the written data isessentially sent only once over the network. Hence,the main source of delay is the need to wait for anacknowledgment message from the WB server.We have measured the response time of the �le ser-vice for both replicated and non-replicated �les. Theoverhead for the non-replicated �les includes only themediator overhead, while the overhead for the repli-cated �les also includes the acknowledgment messagelatency, and the cost of the potential retransmission1This scheme relies on the fact that identical copies of the�le handle are handed to all clients accessing the same �le. Inthe Sun NFS implementation this is guaranteed to hold.

due to WB omissions. All the test were taken whenthe load on the network and the machines was low.The experimental results are summarized in Table 1.The �rst row shows the measured response time ofvanilla NFS for various �le writing scenarios. Row 2lists the modi�ed NFS service response times for non-replicated �les (both the average and and the rangeof observed times are shown). The last column com-pares the average response time with standard NFS.We performed the same tests while loading the �leserver concurrently fromanother machine with variousI/O activities. Similarly, we compared the responsetime for more natural activities, such as compiling theWB tool and LaTEX'ing this paper.2 In all of thesetests, the overhead incurred by the mediator processand the �ltering of packets was less than 8%.Row 3 lists the response times and slowdown forreplicated �les with a single backup. In these tests, thepercentage of packets that were dropped by the WBserver was 0.5%. These tests show that the slowdownof a single backup replication is between 45{56%.The slowdown of replication is less than twice thestandard NFS service. This demonstrates clearly theadvantage of the primary-backup paradigm in the NFSenvironment, and of utilizing the broadcast capability.Note that the WB paradigm preserves the NFS se-mantics in writing updates directly to the disk beforeresponding to the client.The WB on the backup machine snoops for mes-sages addressed at multiple NFS servers. It thereforemust put the network-interface of the backup machinein promiscuous mode, and �lter the relevant messagesfrom among the multitude of messages transferred inthe system. This means that the WB server messageloss-rate is inuenced by the local load on the machine.Consequently, for best results, the WB server shouldrun on a dedicated machine|the backup machine. Weargue that this price is acceptable; the alternatives areeither supporting a fully replicated �le system, whichburdens all the �le servers in the system, or using aspecial hardware, as in [2].A Formal AnalysisWe proceed with a more formal analysis of com-plexity of the protocol. A precise characterization ofprimary-backup protocols is provided in [5]. Theypresent several formal performance parameters con-cerned with building a fault tolerant service using theprimary backup approach: (1) The number of replica,2In the �nal version of this paper, we intend to provide per-formance measurements for the Andrew benchmark. However,the main slowdown incurred by replication is due to write op-erations, and we focused our tests on them.



(2) the time it takes the system to recover from a fail-ure and resume normal service, and (3) the responsetime of the service during a no-failure period.The �rst and second issues are concerned with thefailure-detection and the recovery take-over mecha-nism. Note that these issues are separate from theprovision of a single server equivalent service duringnormal operation. We chose to leave these issues outof this paper, and solutions for them can be found inthe literature, e.g. in [1, 2, 5, 14]. Also, since concur-rent updates to �les are rare in the Unix environment,we are not concerned with the possibility of networkpartitions. Our focus is on optimizing operation dur-ing normal behavior, i.e. the third issue.In the terminology of [5], the service blocking timeis the longest period between the time a client requestis received at the primary, and the time a response issent. Let � be an upper bound on the communicationlatency between two machines. The blocking time ofthe WB tool with a single backup is �, which matchesthe lower bounds achieved in [5] (making similar as-sumptions about failure types, and ignoring processingtime).3Their analysis can be re�ned by noting that thelatency of short messages, e.g. acknowledgments, ismuch smaller than the latency of large data messages.Let � be the latency of the acknowledgment messages.Usually � � �. For example, in our environment,which consists of SparcStations over an Ethernet, thelatency of a 4 bytes datagram using UDP/IP is about0:4 milliseconds, so � = 0:4ms. The latency of the8K-Bytes NFS write requests is about 3 milliseconds,thus � = 3ms.Using this re�nement, the blocking time of our pro-tocol in the case of a single backup is only �; the timeit takes to send the acknowledgment message from thebackup to the primary. This demonstrates the advan-tage of utilizing broadcast (and snooping) over point-to-point protocols, where the lower bound ([5]) is �.5 Other UsesOur approach o�ers the potential for a geographi-cally distributed backup of �le systems without bur-dening the local �le server with remote communica-tion. This can be done by having a local node snoopon the local network, and asynchronously o�-load thebackup to the remote site. The advantage of asyn-chronous update is that the remote backup is not apart of the update loop, and the response to local up-dates is not delayed by backing up. In addition, in ourapproach, the primary server is not disrupted by theback up process.The scheme of [10] for fault-tolerance in a dis-tributed environment requires a reliable Publishingmechanism, which is not achievable without softwareprotocols. Snooping can provide a tool for achiev-ing the reliability of this scheme. To achieve this, we3For multiple backups, [5] makes the assumption that a des-ignated backup can intercept messages from all other backupsin a single � delay time. This assumption does not hold in theenvironments we have in mind. These results are, therefore,incomparable.

replace their recording process, which relies on reli-able publishing, with our snooping paradigm, whichis based on software protocols for reliability.6 LimitationsWe are aware of several limitations of the approachpresented here:1. The WB tool relies on network snooping, whichworks only on broadcast media. In networks,such as ATM or FDDI, that do not operate withbroadcast media, snooping will not work. A pos-sible workaround is to modify the client to use themulticast feature of these networks, and to sendupdates to a multicast group, in which both theprimary server and the replicas are members.2. The current design does not have congestion con-trol, and in highly loaded networks will incur ad-ditional load by inducing retransmissions.3. The view of the �le at the WB site will divergefrom the primary replica in the following cases:� Non-deterministic updates to the state of the�le, such as the recording of the last modifytime, will not be consistent at the primaryand backup sites.� Rejected updates (e.g. when the �le systemis full) are not detected by the WB serverin the current implementation. In order tohandle this case, the mediator should informthe WB server about the rejection before re-turning the rejection-response to the client.We plan to incorporate this error handlingin the next version of the WB tool.� Client crashes, when the last update is re-ceived only by the WB server but not by theNFS server. The WB server will update itscopy of the �le assuming that the NFS serverreceived the update, or will receive a retrans-mission. But, if the client crashes, there isno guarantee that the NFS server will receivethe update.Every replication system is provably either proneto blocking, or to inconsistency e.g. in case of net-work partition. Practical tools should provide theuser with means to overcome the inconsistency, orat least to detect it. As these problems are com-mon to all replication schemes, we have chosennot to discuss them in the context of this paper.7 ConclusionsComputer networks are using broadcast media.This o�ers an e�cient way to disseminate messagesto multiple destinations. Future networks such as thehigh-speed FDDI ring and wireless networks also pos-sess the broadcast capability. Understanding the po-tential in broadcast communication is, therefore, im-portant (see also [6]).
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